Springer Publishing Honored with 14 AJN Book of the Year Awards,
More Than Any Other Publisher
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New York, NY - Springer Publishing Company is honored to receive 14 wins for the 2013 American Journal of Nursing (AJN) Book of the Year (BOY) awards, more than three times the amount of any other publisher. The awards program is presented by the oldest and one of the most honored broad-based nursing journals in the world, and is regarded by nurses and authors as the most important designation of excellence in book publishing. Springer Publishing is pleased to have participated in the AJN BOY awards for decades.

The American Journal of Nursing selected the following Springer Publishing Company titles among the 2013 Book of the Year award winners:

First Place:

- **Outcome Assessment in Advanced Practice Nursing, 3rd Ed**, edited by Ruth M. Kleinpell. First place in Advance Practice Nursing category.

- **Disaster Nursing and Emergency Preparedness for Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Terrorism and Other Hazards, 3rd Ed**, edited by Tener Goodwin Veenema. First place in Environmental Health category.

- **Exploring Rituals in Nursing: Joining Art and Science**, by Zane Robinson Wolf. First place in History and Public Policy category.

- **Strengths-Based Nursing Care: Health and Healing for Person and Family**, by Laurie N. Gottlieb. First place in Nursing Education/Continuing Education category.

- **Middle Range Theory for Nursing, 3rd Ed**, edited by Mary Jane Smith and Patricia R. Liehr. First place in Nursing Research category.
Second Place:

- **Financial and Business Management for the Doctor of Nursing Practice**, edited by KT Waxman. Second place in Advanced Practice Nursing category.

- **Disaster Nursing and Emergency Preparedness for Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Terrorism and Other Hazards, 3rd Ed**, edited by Tener Goodwin Veenema. Second place in Community-Public Health category.

- **Nursing Leadership from the Outside In**, edited by Greer Glazer and Joyce Fitzpatrick. Second place in History and Public Policy category.


- **Teaching Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing, 2nd Ed**, edited by Rona F. Levin and Harriet R. Feldman. Second place in Nursing Education/Continuing Education category.

- **Compact Clinical Guide to Cancer Pain Management: An Evidence-Based Approach for Nurses**, by Pamela Davies and Yvonne D’Arcy. Second place in Palliative Care and Hospice category.


Third Place:


“Having been a nurse myself, I recognize the significant contributions these 19 authors and editors are making to nursing literature and the professional field,” commented Margaret Zuccarini, Nursing Publisher at Springer Publishing Company. “These books represent nursing’s growing role at the forefront of healthcare advancement, and they have an impact on healthcare delivery for millions of patients around the world. I am
honored that the authors have chosen to work with Springer Publishing to develop and disseminate their important work.”

For more information, visit www.springerpub.com, or to arrange for an author interview, please contact Dara Salem at dsalem@springerpub.com or 212-804-6236.

About Springer Publishing Company
A pioneer in health care and social science publishing, Springer Publishing Company is known as an innovative nursing, public health, psychology, rehabilitation, social work, counseling, and gerontology publisher. The company has won numerous awards, including the American Library Association (ALA) Choice Awards, the Association of American Publishers (AAP) PROSE Awards, and the American Journal of Nursing (AJN) Book of the Year Awards, and publishes more than 100 top quality titles annually, all available as eBooks, in addition to 21 journals. From nursing to psychology, Springer Publishing Company is passionate about providing the best professional books, textbooks, guides, and reference works to professionals, instructors, and students. For more information, visit www.springerpub.com.